
 



 

Alpha Stake's Digital Assets 2022 Year in Review 

2022 INTRODUCTION 

Crypto 2022 began as if we were coming down from the sugar high of November 2021. After 

Bitcoin reached its all-time high of $69K in October, both November and December ended in the 

red, and the downward trend for all tokens continued unabated in January. Yet, many were still 

hopeful that new marks may be set for higher highs. 

It became apparent by the end of the first quarter that the declining crypto trend was not 

exclusive to the digital assets market. Just as we rode the market higher thanks to the Fed's 

actions and central banks around the world engaged in Quantitative Easing (QE) and dropping 

interest rates toward zero, with some going past zero. In the Covid-19 environment, risk assets 

gained market share quickly, commodities became more valuable, and value stocks grew 

steadily. Even when the stimulus checks ceased, expenditures for services, real estate, and 

physical goods continued to increase in an environment with a constrained supply chain and a 

workforce not fully returned to 2019 levels. 

In January, Jerome Powell, the Federal Reserve Chair, declared inflation was no longer 

transitory, a reversal from QE to Quantitative Tightening (QT) was needed with interest rate 

hikes planned for March. The markets reacted immediately, and it was clear all eyes were on the 

money printer, and for most markets, it was all one big trade. 

From the start of 2022, no investment plan could help recover sinking portfolios across 

traditional and crypto markets; only short-biased strategic trading. Even bonds lost their 

conventional hedging value because of the Federal Reserve's unprecedented measures, and 

unprecedented crypto events this year that by the end of 2022 hundreds of millions of dollars 

would be lost in the market. 

 
2022 Traditional Stock Performance: Source LinkedIn 

However, just as the macro unwind began, a series of events, from unfortunate to depraved, 

occurred within the crypto market, cascading us further down due not only to market conditions 
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but the condition of behavior from so many trusted entities and individuals who violated basic 

first principles while managing other people’s money. So, let's begin the year in review. 

CRYTPO QUARTER 1 

The Year began with a downturn from November 2021 highs. We were entering the year with 

great anticipation for the Ethereum merge to finally occur, and many believe this event, if 

successful, would be the saving grace for a falling crypto market and resurge the bull market. 

So, after the first month both Eth and Bitcoin rose month over month for February and March. 

However, the first quarter of 2022 began many deep seeded problems for the blockchain 

ecosystem. 

Hacks and Attacks: 

Wormhole hack in February.  

One of many bridge attacks in 2022. Hackers locked up Ethereum via the Solana bridge, where 

users normally must lock real Ethereum in order to mint the equivalent amount of Solana’s 

Wrapped Eth. However, they discovered a way to mint 120,000 wETH without submitting real 

Eth to the contract, worth about $328 million. The failure was due to Wormhole’s failure to 

validate “guardian” accounts according to analytics site Elliptic. Wormhole was able to restore 

all stolen funds thanks largely to Jump Crypto, a trading and venture capital firm that incubated 

Wormhole, replenished the ETH from its own funds to sustain the reopen the bridge. 

The Ronin hack occurred in March and involved the most popular Defi Games Axie 

Infinity.  

Breachers of the network were able to steal Ethereum and USDC worth about $625 million. It’s 

believed the North Korean Lazarus Group was involved in the theft. A report in October claimed 

about 10% or $30 million dollars was recovered from the theft. This was done by using hacked 

private keys to forge transactions and claim the funds, as explained by Rob Behnke of 

Halborn.com, “The Ronin Network uses a set of nine validator nodes to approve transactions on 

the bridge, and a deposit or withdrawal requires approval by a majority of five of these nodes.  

The attacker gained control of four validators controlled by Sky Mavis and a third-party Axie DAO 

validator that signed their malicious transactions.  

https://www.elliptic.co/blog/325-million-stolen-from-wormhole-defi-service
https://halborn.com/explained-the-ronin-hack-march-2022/
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In November 2021, Axie DAO temporarily allowed Sky Mavis to sign transactions on its 

behalf as part of an effort to help Sky Mavis copy with an overwhelming load of free 

transactions.   

While the program expired the following month, the allowlist was never revoked, meaning that 

Sky Mavis could still generate signatures for Axie DAO. 

The attacker compromised Sky Mavis systems and then exploited this allowlist to generate a 

signature from the third-party validator controlled by Axie DAO.  Sky Mavis includes a gas-free 

RPC node that was used to get this fifth signature. 

With access to Sky Mavis systems, the attacker had the ability to generate valid signatures for 

five Ronin Network validators.  With this access, they authorized two withdrawals, draining 

173,600 ETH and 25.5 million USDC from the Ronin bridge contract”.  

These crypto hacks placed a damper on the market and foreshadowed many more problems in 

the year for crypto. 

Regulatory Enforcement begins in earnest. 

In February, the SEC fines BlockFi concerning its BIAs (Blockfi Interest Accounts) that were 

offered to non-accredited customers as an unregistered security.  

Blockfi agreed to settle with the SEC for $50 million and an additional $50 with other parallel 

suites filed by 32 states. This set a precedent of Regulation by enforcement. Many crypto-based 

companies attempt to engage the SEC for guidance and clarity only to receive vague or no 

communication. By this time Blockfi, est. 2017, had raised over $450 million from investors, 

even through a round D. As evidenced by Zac Prince’s statement after the settlement, “From the 

day we started BlockFi, we have always known that strong engagement with regulators would 

be critical for the adoption of financial services powered by cryptocurrencies. Today’s milestone 

is yet another example of our pioneering efforts in securing regulatory clarity for the broader 

industry and our clients, just as we did for our first product – the crypto-backed loan. We intend 

for BlockFi Yield to be a new, SEC-registered crypto interest-bearing security, which will allow 

clients to earn interest on their crypto assets.” 

At the time, we realized that the SEC's indolent engagement and guidance were unsettling for all 

crypto investors, but we did not know to what extent the lack of regulatory certainty would 

harm us all.  
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Project Developments  

In March we learned Andre Cronje, developer of Fantom and Yearn Finance, says he’s 

packing his bags and leaving DeFi for good just weeks after launching Solidly.  

This was the second time the genius developer left, the first was in 2020, due to a DeFi culture 

he described as “Toxic”. Immediately following the announcement, dozens of projects 

associated with the founder began to fall in market price. The Fantom blockchain and projects 

built atop Fantom continued to operate and develop throughout 2022, and in late 2022 a 

resurgence of the chain’s market share grows strong, even with the reappearance of Cronje in 

December 2022. 

Sushi deploys Trident on Polygon, which allows any user to create an automated market-

maker.  

Whose innovation is to allow multiple developers to integrate the technology and unify various 

sources of liquidity into one interface. 

Institutional Investments 

Exxon Mobil announces plans to use unspent natural gas at its plants to power Bitcoin 

mining rigs.  

In agreement with Crusoe Energy Systems, Exxon planned for the pilot in the Bakken Formation 

within the Williston Basin near the US/Canadian border. As quoted in a Blockworks.com article, 

“We continuously evaluate emerging technologies aimed at reducing flaring volumes across our 

operations,” a spokesperson said in the report. Exxon is seeking to reduce the amount of waste 

through an activity known as “flaring” — the burning of natural gas involved in oil extraction.  

Unfortunately, Maple Finance, in February 2022, a provider of undercollateralized loans 

for institutions, originates its over $100M in loans to Alameda Research.  

With this milestone, they planned to issue over $1 billion in loans over 12 months with their 

largest loan being to trading firm Alameda Research. As quoted by their Medium post, “In total 

$47.25M was deposited in the third tranche by a whitelisted cohort of lenders. Blue chip crypto-

marketplace Abra deposited $25M, ZedRun deposited for the first time, and existing lenders 

including CoinShares have rolled their loans to the sum of $22.25M.” However, Maple 

weathered the turmoil of 2022 and had the foresight to avoid many negative consequences of 

dealing with bad actors, read more about their avoidance of great damage with FTX and 

Alameda Research.

https://blockworks.co/news/exxon-mobil-powering-bitcoin-mining-pilot-using-excess-natural-gas-report
https://maplefinance.medium.com/defis-first-syndicated-loan-for-alameda-research-reaches-100m-c5da6aa82f2c
https://www.abra.com/
https://zed.run/
https://coinshares.com/
https://maple.finance/news/update-from-maple-and-delegates-regarding-alameda-and-ftx/
https://maple.finance/news/update-from-maple-and-delegates-regarding-alameda-and-ftx/
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CRYPTO QUARTER 2 

Market highlights 

Throughout the second quarter of 2022, the mal events continue to pile up as market share is 

lost throughout the crypto space as total market cap approximates 900 billion towards the end 

of June after starting the year with a $2.9 trillion market cap. The overall lost was led by stable 

coins as confidence fell primarily due to Terra Luna and UST. 

Terra Luna collapse (Death spiral by May) 

Before wiping out $18B in market cap, UST overtook BUSD as the third-largest stablecoin. The 

reason we can attribute the most stable coin lost to UST is because it was an algorithmic 

stablecoin similar to FRAX and DAI which lost 48% and 32% in market cap respectively. Tether 

decreased by almost 20% during this period and USDC actually grew in market share by 7%. 

A large crypto player or group began to game the Luna/UST system. Signs of this threat were 

foreshadowed when Do Kwon dismissed a George-Soros style attack in November 2021 and 

began backing UST with more Bitcoin in early 2022, instead of just relying on the token LUNA, 

whose price was volatile It was in February 2022 that Three Arrows Capital invested a portion of 

the $1Billion raised to support the UST peg by buying LUNA so Do Kwon and the newly formed 

Luna Foundation Guard (LFG) could purchase bitcoin to protect the UST peg. By March 28th the 

LFG purchased over 27,000 BTC, worth about $1.3B at the time. By mid-April LFG added BTC to 

total 39,897 in its wallet. But this was still not enough. On May 7th there were signs of capital 

flight from UST as a Whale watching bot from Twitter showed a transfer from UST to USDC. 

 

On May 9th,deposits on Anchor protocol fall below $9B from $14B after UST struggles to retain 

its $1 peg. Anchor (ANC) token fell 35% that day. 

  

https://twitter.com/AtlasIsMe/status/1523318221931261952
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Do Kwon attempts to save the day. 

 

Celsius realizes what’s going on by May 10th and begins to pull its capital out of the Anchor 

platform. For more details, see the entire thread here and here. 

  

By May 12th the damage was done, and Luna’s price fell by 96% to less than 10 cents. Towards 

the end of year, suspicion began to arise again about who was behind the coordinated attack. 

Since the attacker used Binance to move UST to and BTC shorts from, Changpeng Zhao, CZ, 

witnessed the incident firsthand, was hurt by it, and wanted the Luna team to do more to 

restore the UST peg. See Victor Fawole’s Binance CZ Explains: How The Collapse of Terra Would 

Have Been Avoided. 

Many believe his inside information led to his distrust and despising of Sam Bankman Fried, but 

that story comes later. 

https://twitter.com/OnChainWizard/status/1524123935570382851
https://twitter.com/4484/status/1524006086147252227
https://medium.com/coinmonks/changpeng-zhao-of-binance-cz-explains-how-the-collapse-of-terra-would-have-been-avoided-54b358d65129
https://medium.com/coinmonks/changpeng-zhao-of-binance-cz-explains-how-the-collapse-of-terra-would-have-been-avoided-54b358d65129
https://twitter.com/stablekwon/status/1523733542492016640
https://twitter.com/OnChainWizard/status/1524123935570382851
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3Arrows Capital (3AC) continued the contagion of Terra’s fallout, with over $300M worth 

of Luna locked when they purchased. 

Luna and the stead declining crypto market that included BTC’s decline, went against another 

large trade 3AC had on, Greyscale’s BTC trust shares. With hopes for a rising price in Bitcoin, the 

buying and selling of the GBTC shares would garner nice profits as the shares sells for premiums 

over BTC spot price. When the market began to move against them and falling BTC prices cause 

the GBTC shares to trade for a discount, the deficit was too much for recovery. Instead of 

detailing the interconnected associates for Terra Luna and 3AC, a graphic from CoinGecko is in 

order here: 

 
As seen above, most major firms were affected by 3AC’s June 29th Chapter 15 bankruptcy filing. 

Many, like Voyager’s $665 million dollars, even gave unsecured loans to 3AC. 

Celsius freezes withdrawals on June 12th, 2022. Primarily due to over leveraging with 3AC 

as a lender, but also a victim of another fallout suffered by 3AC also, the Lido staked 

Ethereum decline. 

Before the ETH upgrade, which no one knew would happen in 2022 or not, users had the ability 

to stake ETH with defi platform pools such as Lido. Once staked, the stETH could not be 

exchanged for real ETH until after the merge upgrade. Many would gain additional yield by 

placing their stETH in a Curve pool with native ETH. After Terra Luna’s fall, large players began to 

exchange stETH for ETH and withdraw the ETH from the pools, cause stETH to lose its peg to ETH 

system-wide. So,3AC could not repay Celsius it’s loan and Celsius could not sell its stETH without 

losing millions in the process. Celsius filed for bankruptcy under Chapter 11 on July 13th. 

Monthly NFT trading volumes fell from over US$4.9 billion in January to under US$1 

billion in June, per NFT data aggregator CryptoSlam. By October, that figure dropped 

below half a million.  

https://lido.fi/ethereum
https://www.cryptoslam.io/nftglobal
https://www.coingecko.com/research/publications/q2-2022-cryptocurrency-report
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Horizon Bridge Hack 

In the midst of all the contagion fallout from centralized crypto entities, another bridge hack 

rocked the ecosystem in mid-June.  

Blockchain bridges, which are also called cross-chain bridges, make it easy for different 

blockchains to talk to each other and let users send assets from one blockchain to the other. 

Elliptic, a company that analyzes blockchains, says that Ethereum, Binance Coin, Tether, USD 

Coin, and Dai were among the crypto assets that were stolen. Elliptic also said that the stolen 

tokens have now been traded for Ethereum using decentralized exchanges. This is a "common 

way for these hacks to work," the company said. The bridge uses a 2 of 5 multi-signature 

scheme between validators to approve transactions. 

The Harmony Horizon bridge was hacked by stealing two private keys. No system had access to 

multiple plaintext keys since they were encrypted using a password and a key management 

service. The attacker, however, was able to obtain and decrypt several keys. The attacker could 

initiate a transaction taking $100 million from the bridge and confirm it using two accounts 

under their control. Since this attack, the protocol has required 4-of-5 multi-sig to move funds. 

Horizon’s summary of the incident can be read on their Medium blog. 

Project Developments 

Stripe enables crypto payments denominated in USDC. 

According to CoinTelegraph, the transmitter of money attempted Bitcoin payments in the past, ” 
Stripe has had a hot-and-cold relationship with digital assets dating back to at least 2014. In 

2015, the company announced that it would accept Bitcoin  

allowing users to send and receive BTC as they would fiat currencies. Stripe’s Bitcoin payment 

services would be halted in 2018 after three years, with the company’s founders claiming that 

BTC is better served as an asset rather than a medium of exchange”. 

In April, Stripe circled back to crypto rails for payments, utilizing the ETH layer 2 platform 

Polygon to support USDC payments, with plans to support other rails and cryptocurrencies over 

time. CNBC’s Ryan Browne noticed in his article, “Stripe isn’t the only company opening up its 

platform to digital currencies — in fact, the company is arguably late to the party. Visa, 

Mastercard and PayPal and other major payment processors have all announced moves of their 

own in the space. That was back when digital currency prices were still rising.” 

Frax launches FPI, an inflation-adjusted stablecoin project. 

Thus, in the shadow of Terra Luna’s UST failure, developers continued to build to solve for an 

algorithmic stablecoin in 2022. Frax Finance’s IQ.Wiki page details the journey and the 

difference they are bringing into the market. 

https://medium.com/harmony-one/summary-of-the-harmony-horizon-bridge-incident-f9bd87c0c68e
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/22/stripe-launches-crypto-payments-feature-with-twitter-as-first-client.html
https://iq.wiki/wiki/frax-finance
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Binance invests in Twitter. A significant move forward for the crypto ecosystem is the 

integration of Web3 technology with Web2 platforms.  

When Elon Musk purchased Twitter, CZ was one of the leading venture capitalists he recruited 

to help rebuild and improve the platform. Binance is reported to invest $500 million as part of 

Elon’s $44 billion dollar deal. Either Twitter will run on a blockchain or incorporate Web3 in the 

forms of payments and/or NFT marketplaces. 

Uniswap sees its one-trillionth dollar traded. In the midst of central finance (CeFi) 

collapses, Defi platforms continued to operate with increased efficiency and features.  

Uniswap, launched in 2018, saw its trade volume steadily grow month over month. 

 

 

Institutional Investments 

In June, PayPal enables external transfers for their crypto wallets for users within the U.S. 

 Jose Fernandez De Ponte announce, “We are thrilled to announce that starting today, PayPal 

supports the native transfer of cryptocurrencies between PayPal and other wallets and 

exchanges. This feature has been consistently ranked by users as one of the most requested 

enhancements since we began offering the purchase of crypto on our platform.” Yes, a request 

to move cryptocurrency towards its original intent, give individuals sovereign control over their 

assets with freedom to move in and out of whichever wallet they choose. Thank goodness 

PayPal caught up, now for the rest of the world.  

https://twitter.com/Uniswap/status/1529102980296867842
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Regulatory 

On the regulatory front during the 2nd quarter of 2022, the energy was building for pouncing on 

the cryptocurrency space due to the illicit activity occurring. However, crypto hedge funds 

claimed institutional investments were still looking into the space and believe more clear 

regulation would equal larger liquidity in the space. 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) released a document to promote policies and 

recommended adding virtual assets and virtual asset service provider to FATF standards. 

One of the leading crypto institutions, Coinbase, stated in its Q2 report, they filed a petition to 

the SEC to “..initiate a public process to update its regulations that would enable the 

development of the crypto securities markets and the tokenization of the debt and equity 

markets”. 

Fed and Macro activity 

The Federal Reserve’s warnings about stablecoins in its Financial Stability Report was 

issued the same day Luna’s UST lost its peg the U.S. dollar, falling to $0.85.  

A summary of the section of the report that focused on stablecoins is the following. 

The aggregate value of stablecoins has increased rapidly over the past year to reach more than 

$180 billion in March 2022. The stablecoin market is highly concentrated, with the three largest 

issuers (Tether, USD Coin, and Binance USD) accounting for over 80% of the total market value. 

Stablecoins are designed to maintain a stable value relative to a national currency or reference 

assets, but they face redemption risks due to the lack of transparency regarding the assets 

backing them and the increasing use of stablecoins for margin requirements in cryptocurrency 

trading. President Biden issued an executive order in March 2022 outlining a coordinated 

interagency approach for the responsible development of digital assets, including a report on 

financial stability risks and regulatory gaps posed by digital assets and research on central bank 

digital currencies. 

In June the Federal Reserve bumps interest rates up 75-basis points, the largest increase 

since 1994.  

This increase was to primarily fight inflation and it placed a damper on many risk assets markets 

including crypto.

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/s27.q4cdn.com/397450999/files/doc_financials/2022/q2/Q2-2022-Shareholder-Letter.pdf
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/financial-stability-report-20220509.pdf
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CRYPTO QUARTER 3 

Market Highlights 

After a tumultuous first half of the year, quarter 3 began to settle a bit and many were hoping 

for at least a slow recovery for the crypto industry. For many crypto projects the fundamentals 

were continuing strong, and leading the way was the Ethereum merge. 

After the infamous second quarter of 2022, the third quarter was mostly optimistic. The market 

capitalization recovered by consolidating over $1 trillion in the first month of Q3, and many of 

the biggest cryptocurrencies shown remarkably strong performance. However, the market 

started to sway at the $1 trillion barrier, and not even momentous occurrences like Ethereum's 

Merge produced appreciable upward trends. The collapse of the rest of the market was also 

driven by a worsening macroeconomic situation. 

 

  

https://news.cryptorank.io/crypto-market-recap-q3-2022/
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Contagion and Deleveraging 

FTX acquires BlockFi.  

A development that many believed was a good thing during the moment was FTX’s acquisition 

of embattled BlockFi in a fire sale for $25 million. The hope for investors who’s funds were 

trapped in the BlockFi platform was restructuring and a liquidity infusion to allow funds to be 

released. CNBC stated, “Billionaire Bankman-Fried has been seen as a lender of last resort in the 

space. In addition to BlockFi, Bankman-Fried’s company Alameda Research provided a $500 

million loan to Voyager”. 

Three Arrows Capital files for bankruptcy. 

Due to the obscure laws of British Virgin Islands for business information, the process for official 

bankruptcy drug out into the 3rd quarter of 2022. A BVI court finally ordered liquidation of the 

hedge fund and they filed for Chapter 15 bankruptcy on Friday July 1. 

Crypto reporter Shalini Nagaranjan reported, “Chris McCann, a partner at venture capital firm 

Race Capital, told Blockworks in a recent interview that 3AC is an example of a firm trying to be 

both a crypto hedge fund and a crypto venture capital fund.  

‘This is like the worst of both worlds,’ he said, adding that firms like 3AC and Celsius have 

framed themselves as decentralized. ‘You have people fundamentally not building on a 

blockchain, not being transparent about stuff and not taking all of the core tenants that 

everybody takes for granted in the space, while calling themselves Web3 firms and using all the 

capital that they raise for external, exogenous things.’ 

Also in July, Voyager filed for bankruptcy.  

In an article from Decrypt, it was claimed that Voyager had $270 million to return to clients held 

in custody at Metropolitan Commercial Bank. Of the remaining $1 billion on their platform, it 

belonged to the bankruptcy estate and will be distributed to creditors according to the 

distribution process of the court. Seeking yield, Voyager loaned 3AC over $650 million 

unsecured customers’ funds. Although Voyager mitigated risk directly with Terra Luna’s UST 

collapse, they were exposed indirectly via 3AC’s leveraged losses which defaulted on their loans. 

Celsius files for bankruptcy on July 13, 2022, capping a disastrous couple months for 

centralized crypto lenders.  

After being 1.2 billion in the hole, there was little hope for customers and creditors to recover 

their funds. 

Coindesk reported, “Court filings revealed that Celsius has a $1.2 billion hole (at minimum) in its 

balance sheet – the company has $5.5 billion in liabilities ($4.7 billion of which represents 

customer holdings) and only $4.3 billion in assets, much of which is illiquid. Though the company 

has already begun to make good on its debt to institutional creditors, retail investors have been 

left in the dark and will likely bear the brunt of Celsius’ failing”. Reminding us all over again, “Not 

your keys, not your coins”. 
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Project Developments 

Lido Finance launches its staked ETH derivative stETH on L2s in preparation for the 

Ethereum Merge.  

The layer 2 emergence was due to speed and lower gas fee alternative to the native Ethereum 

blockchain. The Lido move solidifies this narrative for the long-term permanence of layer 2 

blockchains, even after the merge updates to Ethereum. In the midst of developing for standard 

layer 2 protocols, Lido also announce a service for zkSync networks as well as Aztec protocol. 

Privacy is emerging again as a priority to defi ecosystems. 

Polygon also announces zkEVM: a zero-knowledge proof-based rollup fully compatible 

with the Ethereum virtual machine.  

Christine Kim wrote a featured article for Galaxy Digital titled, zkEVMs: The Future of 
Ethereum Scalability. A big statement and call out for all chains connected to Ethereum via 
the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to adopt zero-knowledge proofs that verify data without 
revealing any further information about its proprietor. A great development in light of talks of 
invasive heavy-handed regulations. 

Curve Finance reveals they are working on a stablecoin.  

The advancement of this stablecoin is its overcollateralization. Very similar to Maker Dao’s 

model, they will mint the token against depositor’s LP positions. In the same vein, Aave DAO 

approves a proposal to launch a crypto-collateralized stablecoin called GHO. The proposal 

garnered 99.9% of the yes vote, signaling that the crypto community still believes a non-

centralized stablecoin is still possible. 

 

Compound launches Compound III dropping cTokens in favor of depositors retaining 

ownership of their collateral.  

In their Medium post, Robert Leshner lays out the history of Compound and the new features of 

this third version of Compound. An interesting section of this article is its emphasis on Security, 

a necessary addition to the hack ridden year of 2022. 

https://www.galaxy.com/research/whitepapers/zkevms-the-future-of-ethereum-scalability/#:~:text=The+advantage+of+these+types,as+native+Ethereum%2Dbased+applications.
https://www.galaxy.com/research/whitepapers/zkevms-the-future-of-ethereum-scalability/#:~:text=The+advantage+of+these+types,as+native+Ethereum%2Dbased+applications.
https://twitter.com/AaveAave/status/1553696756633944064?s=20&t=q8zFzkk3pVtjwqEfE7288w
https://medium.com/compound-finance/compound-iii-is-live-a7983dee7e60
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The most anticipated event for 2022 was the Ethereum execution layer successfully and 

uneventfully merges with the Beacon Chain.  

This brought Proof-of-Stake to the second largest blockchain network (first by transaction 

volume). Many sighs of relief followed, but this good news did not overwhelm the bad for 2022. 

Regulatory 

US Treasury sanctions a list of Tornado Cash blockchain addresses demonstrated massive 

legislative efforts were needed in the world of policy makers for the crypto market. 

As stating in a Forbes article by Rosemarie Miller, “Privacy is one of the main selling points for 

cryptocurrency. The crypto community is outraged that the U.S. Treasury Department's Office of 

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) is targeting a tool that helps provide just that. Tornado Cash 

makes Ethereum (ETH) -3.7% transactions—that are usually public—untraceable, obfuscating 

the trails by mixing many transactions together”. 

The banning of software was not the first instance for OFAC, in May Blender.io was sanctioned 

after the Axie Infinity hack, which was used to obfuscate the solen funds. 

We realized that Facebook (Meta) had given up on its hopes for Libra or Diem blockchain 

project, and talent from the team formulated two new Layer 1 chains, Sui and Aptos. 

Intense scrutiny from regulators and legislatures led to its ultimate demise. 

The White House announced its Executive order on digital assets, the first complete 

framework for the responsible development of digital assets on September 16, 2022.  

The framework contains principles for protecting consumers, guaranteeing financial stability, 

supporting innovation, and promoting fair competition in the digital asset industry. The purpose 

of the framework is to create a clear and uniform approach to digital asset regulation that will 

allow the industry to expand while simultaneously protecting the interests of investors and the 

public. The framework is designed to serve as a starting point for additional conversations and 

activities on digital asset regulation. It’s yet to be seen how much open conversation they’re 

willing to entertain from crypto natives who want to see the digital assets market thrive. 

  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rosemariemiller/2022/10/26/tornado-cash-sanctions-by-us-treasury-draw-outrage-suits-from-crypto-community/?sh=49570cd0584c
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/09/16/fact-sheet-white-house-releases-first-ever-comprehensive-framework-for-responsible-development-of-digital-assets/
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Fed Activity and Macro 

In addition to the internal problems digital assets witnessed in 2020, the macro environment 

was also working against risk assets. One vertical was the Fed’s raising of interest rates 

throughout the year to combat inflation. 

 

Retail was showing signs of strain as inflation continued the affect every sector; the only relief 

was oil & gas price slump after highs not seen since 2014 earlier in the year. 

A report from the NY Fed illustrates Q3 totals. 

 

A rise in total debt in a decrease in total saving left little room for crypto's new investors in 

digital assets. 

https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/news/research/2022/20221115
https://news.cryptorank.io/bitcoin-performance-vs-fed-rate-decisions/
https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/news/research/2022/20221115
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Institutional Investments 

During the third quarter, we realized the NFT narrative was not dead. Many business insiders 

were continuously making moves toward adoption. 

Reddit opens an NFT marketplace allowing users to mint profile pictures as NFTs.  

The success of Reddit’s NFT marketplace got the attention of Coinbase as reported by Will 

Canny in October 2022, “Reddit non-fungible tokens (NFT) have dominated conversation in 

cryptocurrency markets this week after they generated $2.5 million in daily trade volume and 

prompted 3 million people to sign up for NFT wallets on the social media platform”, Coinbase 

(COIN) said in a report. 

GameStop moved forward in opening its NFT marketplace despite the layoffs of staff and 

its CFO just days prior.  

The performance for the quarter was lackluster compared to Reddit’s results, but they have 

confidence and have bet big in the future NFT marketplace. 

In Q3’22, Maker DAO implemented its Fast Withdrawals mechanism on Optimism and 

Arbitrum.  

This will allow users to securely withdraw from the two rollups without having to wait the seven 

day fraud period.  

The Huntingdon Valley Bank (HVB) and Societe Generale FORGE (SocGen) RWA Vaults went 

active in the third quarter of 2022. The HVB vault will provide MakerDAO with a conservative 

net yield of 3% from loans originated by the Pennsylvania-regulated bank. The entire 100 million 

DAI debt ceiling was utilized during the course of the quarter. The SocGen vault will mint DAI 

against a pool of AAA-rated French house loans secured by digital covered bonds (OFH security 

tokens). The vault has a debt limit of 30 million DAI; withdrawals have been suspended until Q4 

of 2022. T3 Trading and 1GCX established a liquidity pool of $100 million for trading tokenized 

carbon credits. 

Starbucks announces Odyssey, an NFT-based loyalty program.  

In an article on Starbucks Stories & News the program is introduced, “Starbucks today unveiled 

Starbucks Odyssey, a new experience powered by Web3 technology that will offer Starbucks Rewards 

members and Starbucks partners (employees) in the United States the opportunity to earn and 

purchase digital collectible assets that will unlock access to new benefits and immersive coffee 

experiences”.

https://stories.starbucks.com/press/2022/starbucks-brewing-revolutionary-web3-experience-for-its-starbucks-rewards-members/
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CRYPTO QUARTER 4 

Market Overview 

A very difficult quarter for cryptocurrency investors due to the dominant and highly 

disappointing story of Sam Bankman Fried and the scandalous fall of FTX and Alameda Research. 

One key highlight for the year was the engagement of Web3 Gaming or Play-and-Earn (replacing 

Play-To-Earn) blockchain gaming. Overall, usage increased, although the underlining token value 

of many crypto games underwent the same strain of downward pressure as other sectors within 

the market.  

A report by DappRadar noticed that gaming is currently the most popular category for 

applications based on the blockchain technology. In 2022, web3 and metaverse games saw a 

staggering 94.17% increase in transaction numbers compared to 2021. No other sector has 

witnessed such large-scale growth. 

  

https://dappradar.com/blog/dapp-industry-report-2022-dapp-industry-proves-resilient-in-crypto-winter#The-gaming-sector-accounts-for-49%25-of-the-industry%25E2%2580%2599s-usage-in-2022
https://dappradar.com/blog/dapp-industry-report-2022-dapp-industry-proves-resilient-in-crypto-winter
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In the flight to safety, stablecoin volume set a new record for 2022 surpassing every major credit 

card provider with the exception of Visa.  

As evidenced by the Total Stablecoin Supply graphic increase in 2022, not only was there more 

trade volume, but also more minting of stablecoins. 

 

The FTX exposure begins. 

November 2022: Binance CEO Changpeng Zhao makes public on Twitter plans to sell off 

Binance’ s FTX Token (FTT) holdings.  

 

The FTT token draws scrutiny over the next few days and FTX experiences a run. 

https://www.theblock.co/data/decentralized-finance/stablecoins
https://www.theblock.co/data/decentralized-finance/stablecoins
https://twitter.com/cz_binance/status/1589374530413215744
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Binance discloses conversations to buy FTX, but then pulls out of the supposed deal. FTX 

and Alameda Research file for bankruptcy. 

 

Caught up in the FTX collapse,2 weeks later BlockFi files for bankruptcy.  

“With the collapse of FTX, the BlockFi management team and board of directors immediately 

took action to protect clients and the company,” said Mark Renzi of Berkeley Research Group, 

the company’s financial advisor, in a Nov. 28 press statement. 

The distressed crypto firm has halted withdrawals of customer deposits, saying “clients’ claims 

will be addressed through the Chapter 11 process.”  

https://twitter.com/cz_binance/status/1590351182513729544
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Exploits 

On October 11th, Solana lending protocol Mango Markets was exploited for $117 million 

by a group claiming they acted within the parameters created by the protocol.  

 
  

Bitcoin.com was able to summarize the incident in an article by Jamie Redman, The blockchain 

security and auditing firm Certik summarized the Mango Market hack in a post mortem and the 

team explained that the hacker was able to manipulate the token mango (MNGO). “The attacker 

used two addresses to manipulate the price of MNGO – Mango’s native token and collateral 

asset – from $0.038 to a peak of $0.91,” Certik explained in a note sent to Bitcoin.com News. 

“This allowed them to borrow heavily against their $MNGO collateral, which they did so to the 

tune of approximately $117 million, though this figure is fluctuating due to the prices of affected 

tokens reacting to the news”.  

https://news.bitcoin.com/solana-based-defi-protocol-mango-markets-loses-117-million-in-hack-exploit-allegedly-revealed-in-projects-discord-in-march/#:~:text=Oct+12%2C+2022-,Solana%2DBased+Defi+Protocol+Mango+Markets+Loses+%24117+Million+in,%24117+million+from+the+protocol.
https://news.bitcoin.com/solana-based-defi-protocol-mango-markets-loses-117-million-in-hack-exploit-allegedly-revealed-in-projects-discord-in-march/#:~:text=Oct+12%2C+2022-,Solana%2DBased+Defi+Protocol+Mango+Markets+Loses+%24117+Million+in,%24117+million+from+the+protocol.
https://twitter.com/mangomarkets/status/1579979342423396352
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Project Developments 

In a market wide effort of clean-up, the Aave DAO disables a long list of low-liquidity 

assets from being used as collateral on their protocol.  

This was done primarily to protect the defi platform against attacks. 

The same person, Eisenberg, responsible for loss of $117 million from Mango markets 

attempted the same technique on Aave using Curve token. Onchain analytics firm Lookonchain 

was able to document the development and posted on Twitter.  

 
  

However Eisenberg’s shorting strategy backfired this time, costing him a 7 figure lost. 

On December 8th, Chainlink launches staking of its native ERC20 token LINK. 

On December 16th, Donald Trump releases a line of NFT trading cards on the Polygon 

network.  

A great surprise due to his cold reception of crypto during his presidency. The collection sold out 

within 24 hours and resells went as high as 133% above base prices.  

https://twitter.com/lookonchain/status/1594940438204411904
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Regulatory activities. 

SEC investigates Yuga Labs. 

From News.artnet.com’s Taylor Dafoe, The SEC Is Investigating Yuga Labs, Creator of the Bored 

Ape Yacht Club, to Decide If NFTs Should be Regulated Like Stocks Yuga Labs, the crypto 

company at the center of the probe, has not been accused of wrongdoing. This is not the first 

time probes were launched against blockchain creators, in March of 2022, Matt Robinson of 

Bloomberg reported, “A focus of the probe is on whether certain nonfungible tokens, digital 

assets that can be used to denote ownership of things like a painting or sports memorabilia, are 

being utilized to raise money like traditional securities, said the people. Over the past several 

months, attorneys in the SEC’s enforcement unit have sent subpoenas demanding information 

about the token offerings.” Although collectables are classified in our tax code and there could 

be no expectation for profit from other people’s work for digital artwork, the investigations 

continue. 

Sam Bankman Fried was finally arrested, Dec 12th in Bahamas, transported to US Dec 

22th. 

Since much coverage focused on SBF from mainstream media to crypto only outlets, I will not 

dedicate much space for the behavior of SBF, FTX or Alameda Research. 

Fed Activity and Macro 

Inflation has trended down for several months and the Federal Reserve finally slows the 

pace of interest rate hikes with a half point increase in December.  

2022 was one of the worst years for the Bond market worldwide and the S&P 500 since 2008. 

However, the equities market did finish the year a few percentage points above the third 

quarter readings, except for the more risk-on Nasdaq, which fell slightly in the fourth. 

Crypto is a close cousin to the high growth tech companies of the Nasdaq, and with the extra 

weight of the FTX scandal, the crypto was surprising resilient. 

There were calls for more transparency for centralized entities and even decentralized projects 

primarily operated by Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs).  

Although many were exiting centralized platforms, they did not exit the crypto ecosystem 

entirely. Many sought refuge in stable coins and others turned to decentralized platforms with 

open-source code and where transactions could be tracked on the blockchain.  

   

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/sec-investigating-yuba-labs-regulation-2191684#:~:text=Law-,The+SEC+Is+Investigating+Yuga+Labs%2C+Creator+of+the+Bored,not+been+accused+of+wrongdoing.
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/sec-investigating-yuba-labs-regulation-2191684#:~:text=Law-,The+SEC+Is+Investigating+Yuga+Labs%2C+Creator+of+the+Bored,not+been+accused+of+wrongdoing.
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/sec-investigating-yuba-labs-regulation-2191684#:~:text=Law-,The+SEC+Is+Investigating+Yuga+Labs%2C+Creator+of+the+Bored,not+been+accused+of+wrongdoing.
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/sec-investigating-yuba-labs-regulation-2191684#:~:text=Law-,The+SEC+Is+Investigating+Yuga+Labs%2C+Creator+of+the+Bored,not+been+accused+of+wrongdoing.
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The CME Group reported record highs for futures trading:  

 
Ether futures (ETH) traded a record 31.1K contracts on November 8 and nearly 2.5M total 
contracts (123M equivalent ether) since launch over a year ago. LOIH reached a record 76 the 
week of November 22 and averaged a record 63 throughout the quarter. 
Micro Ether futures (MET) Q4 2022 ADV was 15.8K contracts and OI averaged 35.6K contracts. 
The futures provide a precise, cost-effective tool to manage ether risk. Since launch in December 
2021, over 5.1M contracts have traded. 
Bitcoin futures (BTC) institutional interest continued to increase amid the market volatility 
throughout Q4. Q4 ADV was over 11.7K, with a record 48.6K contracts traded on November 8. 
Open interest averaged a record 15.4K, with a single day record 19.5K contracts on November 
21. LOIH has averaged a record 101 in Q4 2022, with a record 114 the week of November 22. 
Micro Bitcoin futures (MBT) had another successful quarter, with an OI averaging 19.5K 
contracts, over 7.4M contracts have traded since launch. A record 150 LOIH occurred the week 
of November 16. 
Bitcoin Euro and Ether Euro futures were launched in Q3, enabling traders to access futures on 
Euro-denominated cryptocurrencies, the second highest-traded fiat behind USD. The contracts 
match their USD-denominated counterparts at 5 bitcoin or 50 ether per contract providing access 
to a second currency pair. Take advantage of greater transparency and price discovery to 
manage bitcoin euro and ether euro price risk. 

Source: CME Group 

 
Source: CME Group 

  

https://www.cmegroup.com/newsletters/quarterly-cryptocurrencies-report/2022-q4-cryptocurrency-recap.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/ether-futures.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/ether/micro-ether.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/bitcoin/bitcoin.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/micro-bitcoin-futures.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/bitcoin/bitcoin-euro.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/ether/ether-euro.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/newsletters/quarterly-cryptocurrencies-report/2022-q4-cryptocurrency-recap.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/newsletters/quarterly-cryptocurrencies-report/2022-q4-cryptocurrency-recap.html
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Institutional Investments 

Ironically, crpyto-focused VCs raised the largest amount ever at more than $33B over $6 billion 

compared with 2021. So, institutional investors such as family offices, traditional money 

managers, and fund of funds continued to show interest in the space. However, the losses from 

existing investments fell in value throughout the entire year.  

New deal placement counts did slow in the second half of the year.  

Galaxy.com’s Alex Thorn reported in article titled, 2022: Crypto VC Comes Down to Earth:  

In total, crypto and blockchain companies raised $2.7bn in Q4 across 366 deals, down 

by more than 50% from Q3, when they raised $6bn, across 676 deals. 

 

Deal counts and capital invested were down every quarter after hitting an all-time 

high at nearly $13bn and almost 1100 deals in Q1 2022. Rising rates, deteriorating 

macroeconomic conditions, and tumult in asset markets combined to reduce investor 

risk appetite in the crypto sector. More money was invested in crypto startups in Q4 

2018 than in Q4 2022.  

https://www.galaxy.com/research/insights/2022-crypto-vc-comes-down-to-earth/
https://www.galaxy.com/research/insights/2022-crypto-vc-comes-down-to-earth/
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Although inflows to crypto businesses and projects fell, longs, another technique of trading the 

market was too short. James Butterfill wrote a CoinShares report and stated, “Although they 

represented only 1.1% of total Bitcoin inflows—still a “niche asset”—Butterfill did note that 

short-investment products saw inflows of $108 million”. 

In the midst of the FTX fallout in November Butterfill Tweeted, 

 

By December assets under management dropped to $21.8 billion in exchange-traded crypto 

funds. 

Miles Deutscher provided great perspective for investing within the crypto market due to 

lessons learned in 2022. 

 

   

https://twitter.com/jbutterfill/status/1594636198911287296
https://twitter.com/milesdeutscher/status/1608447206683709440
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CONCLUSION: 

Despite the challenges faced by the cryptocurrency market, the community has demonstrated 

remarkable resilience and fortitude. Despite facing global economic turmoil, orchestrated 

attacks, scams, and a bear market, the crypto community has continued to innovate, evolve and 

push forward digital assets and the future. While the falling prices may have been disheartening 

to some, especially new entrants, they should not be viewed as the end game. Instead, these 

challenges are merely temporary hurdles in the path towards the broader adoption of 

cryptocurrencies and the realization of their full potential. Strength was shown even in 

centralized exchanges in becoming more transparent after the FTX collapse, and throughout the 

entire year, no hacks of U.S. based centralized exchanges occurred. 

Cryptocurrency has already disrupted the financial industry, and its impact will only continue to 

grow as more people come to understand its benefits. This technology has the potential to 

create a more inclusive, transparent, and secure financial system, one that emphasized 

decentralization and is not controlled by a centralized authority. With the continued growth and 

development of the crypto market, we can look forward to a future where individuals have 

greater control over their financial resources and a greater voice in shaping the financial systems 

that impact their lives. 

Although 2022 presented many difficult moments, we must keep in mind that this is only the 

beginning of a burgeon ecosystem. The cryptocurrency community's tenacity is an indication of 

the positive outlook for the industry as a whole. We will continue to advance and reach the full 

potential of this cutting-edge technology because those who remain are focused, creative, and 

dedicated to our goals in 2023 and beyond. 
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